Microscopic images of biological phase specimens of various optical thickness, acquired under off-axis illumination and apodized/conventional phase-contrast are compared. The luminance profiles in appropriately filtered apodized phase-contrast images compare well with those in the original off-axis illumination images. The two unfiltered image types also yield similar results in terms of quasithree-dimensional surface ͑pseudo-relief͒ rendering, and thus are comparable in terms of the information contents ͑optical thickness map͒. However, the overall visual impression is very different as the visual cues to depth structure are present in the off-axis illumination images only. The comparison demonstrated in the present paper was made possible owing to apodization, which substantially reduces the "halo"/shade-off artifacts in the phase-contrast images. The results imply the possibility of combining the off-axis illumination and apodized phase-contrast imaging to examine specimens of medium optical thickness, in which the phase visualization capability of the two imaging modes substantially overlaps ͑e.g., larger cells or cell clusters͒.
Introduction
Microscopic phase objects-those featuring no amplitude contrast that would otherwise make them visible even under a standard microscope illumination ͑i.e., axial bright field͒can be visualized in various ways. The most common one is the phase-contrast imaging 1, 2 ͑1953 Nobel Prize to Frits Zernike 3 ͒. Other imaging modes capable of revealing the phase information include the differential interference contrast ͑e.g., after Nomarski 4 ͒ and various schlieren illumination modes, 5 the most common one being the Hoffman modulation contrast, 6 its simpler form, 7 and the off-axis ͑oblique, inclined, single-sideband, asymmetric͒ illumination. 8 Various other microscopic schlieren imaging modes, essentially combinations of the abovementioned ones have been briefly listed elsewhere. 9 In phase objects, the luminance profiles in the off-axis illumination ͑or generally schlieren͒ image roughly correspond to those of the optical path difference gradients in the apparent direction of illumination; that is, perpendicular to the edge of the schlieren ͑cut-off, relief͒ diaphragm; 2,5,10 this dependency is not exactly linear. 11 The optical path difference ͑OPD͒ equals ͑n 1 − n 2 ͒t, where n 1 and n 2 are the refractive indices of the medium and phase object, respectively, and t is the object's ͑physical͒ thickness; n 2 t is optical thickness. The phase shift induced by the phase object equals 2 ϫ OPD/ . For example, if the medium is air ͑n 1 =1͒, OPD and phase shift are negative; the object is phase-retarding.
In ideal, artifact-free phase-contrast images, the dependency between the luminance and the OPD itself is nearly linear within certain OPD intervals. If the phase object is also sufficiently thin ͑OPD is only a fraction of wavelength͒, the luminance in each phase-contrast image pixel is also almost directly proportional to the OPD in a corresponding point in the specimen; this holds for both phase-retarding objects ͑OPD is positive, e.g., cells in water͒ in negative phasecontrast and phase-advancing objects ͑OPD is negative, e.g., gas vacuoles in cells͒ in positive phase-contrast. [12] [13] [14] These situations can be easily documented with vector diagrams, 3 whose usage was extensively described in Barer's papers, as shown elsewhere. 12, 13 In terms of the information contents, the off-axis illumination and artifact-free phase-contrast images can thus be regarded as more-or-less equivalent. Indeed, the fact that the quasi-three-dimensional ͑pseudo-relief͒ effect inherent to the off-axis illumination ͑or generally schlieren͒ images can also be obtained by differentiating ͑directional gradient filtering͒ the phase-contrast ones has been known for a long time. Qualitative examples have been reported in both optical [15] [16] [17] and electron 18 microscopy.
However, the relationship between the off-axis illumination and phase-contrast images is generally difficult to document quantitatively. Such efforts have been inevitably hampered by the "halo"/shade-off artifacts inherently present in the phase-contrast images of thicker objects usually featuring large OPDs. In very thin objects, for example, tissue culture cells spread on a glass microslide or a Petri dish, this artifact is often small or even absent altogether, 3, 16 but the off-axis illumination ͑or, for example, Hoffman modulation contrast͒ imaging is rather insensitive in detecting the OPD ͑"phase"͒ gradients in such cases. Indeed, the low sensitivity of schlieren imaging ͑where only the intensity of direct light is altered͒ was the very motivation behind the invention of the phase-contrast microscope, 1,2 although the idea that is pivotal in this method-to selectively alter also the phase of the direct light-was reported much earlier. 19 To bridge this gap between the two phase-imaging modes, we use off-axis illumination and a refined form of phasecontrast imaging, the apodized phase-contrast microscopy. The latter delivers reduced halo/shade-off artifact images by purely optical means 14, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] ͑Fig. 1͒, that is, without the need for any postdetection processing 17, 29, 30 that would otherwise have to be employed. 30 Apodized phase-contrast thus makes it possible to reliably visualize thicker phase specimens 22,28 than a conventional phase-contrast.
The aim of the present paper is to document, in biological phase specimens of various optical thicknesses, the differences between the two imaging modes in terms of image information contents. Digital image filtering of apodized phase-contrast ͑artifact-free͒ images is employed and the effects of visual cues to depth structure in comprehension of quasi-3D ͑off-axis illumination͒ images are discussed.
Note: Because the media surrounding the phase objects under investigation were not altered during the observations, and the data presented here are of semiquantitative nature only, a more familiar term, "optical thickness" is often used instead of a more rigorous one, "optical path difference" ͑OPD͒. As stated previously, both of them are proportional to the object's physical thickness.
Experimental Proceedings

Specimens
Almost purely phase specimens were employed to evaluate the phase-visualization capability of the optical set-ups used:
1. Replicas in a transparent medium of plant leaf surfaces were prepared according to an adhesive method after Wolf, as described elsewhere. 9 Briefly, a thin layer of an acrylate resin/ adhesive ͓xylene solution of butyl-and methylmethacrylate copolymer ͑Solakryl BMX, Draslovka a.s., Kolín, Czech Re-public͔͒ was spread on the leaf, left to harden, and peeled from the leaf surface by an adhesive transparent plastic foil ͑an ordinary sticky tape͒. A colorless nail varnish may also be used instead of the resin. The resulting replica was placed on a microslide together with the plastic foil. In this way, a permanent specimen was prepared. The plant species used were coachgrass, also known as quackgrass or dog grass ͓Agropyron repens ͑L.͒ Gould ͑Cyperales, Poaceae͔͒; and catchweed, also known as catchweed bedstraw, cleavers, or stickywilly ͓Galium aparine L. ͑Rubiales, Rubiaceae͔͒.
2. Radula of the Spanish slug ͓Arion lusitanicus Mabille 1868 ͑Stylomatophora, Arionidae͔͒ is a translucent chitinous ribbon in a slug's mouth. Its function is to rasp food with its indented surface ͑denticles or "teeth"͒. Radula preparation has been described elsewhere, 31 and here we use another portion of the same specimen. Briefly, soft tissues of a dissected front portion of the slug's body were digested with a concentrated NaOH solution ͑ϳ10% weight/volume͒, and the radula thus isolated was mounted in air between a microslide and a coverslip.
3. Longitudinal section from the wood of Norway spruce ͓Picea abies ͑L.͒ Karst. ͑Pinales, Pinaceae͔͒, embedded in Canada balsam has been obtained locally; a synonym for this species is Picea excelsa ͑Lamb.͒ Link.
Microscopes
All off-axis illumination images shown in Figs. 3-6 were acquired with an upright laboratory microscope, DN45-BH51 model ͑Lambda Praha, Prague, Czechoslovakia͒ equipped with a dedicated off-axis illumination Abbé-type condenser ͓numerical aperture ͑NA͒ 1.2͔, RCH-0128 model with a built-in shifting relief diaphragm, as described in detail elsewhere. 9, 31, 32 An achromatic objective, ϫ10/ 0.25 was used.
The phase-contrast image of the slug's radula ͓Fig. 6͑d͔͒͒ was acquired with another Lambda DN45-BH51 upright microscope fitted with a phase-contrast condenser ͑NA 1.25͒ normally supplied with DN45-BH47Ph microscope model. A planachromatic objective, Plan 10Ph/0.25 was used ͑conventional phase-contrast, negative type͒.
All above-mentioned photomicrographs were acquired with Praktica VLC3 camera ͑Pentacon, Dresden, Germany͒, on Fuji Superia 100 color print film, using a photographic eyepiece ͑FUϫ 4͒. An ordinary ͑non-interference͒ green filter ͑ ϳ 550 nm͒ was used throughout.
Except for Fig. 6͑d͒ , all other phase-contrast images shown in Figs. 3-6 were acquired with the following Nikon ͑Tokyo, Japan͒ CFI achromatic objectives of DL ͑"dark low"͒ series: ϫ10/ 0.25 DL ͑conventional phase-contrast, positive type͒ and ϫ10/ 0.25 ADL ͑apodized phase-contrast, positive type͒. A green interference filter ͑ = 530 nm͒ and a personal computer-controlled DS-Fi1 charge-coupled device camera were used throughout. All positive-type phase-contrast images shown in Figs. 3 and 4 and Figs. 5 and 6 were acquired on Nikon Eclipse inverted microscopes ͑TE2000-S and TS100-F models, respectively͒, each fitted with a halogen lamp ͑100 W and 30 W, respectively͒ and a ͑extra͒ long-workingdistance condenser ͑LWD, NA 0.52, working distance 30 mm; and ELWD, NA 0.30, working distance 75 mm, respectively͒ with a Ph-1 annular aperture.
Apodized Phase-Contrast
The apodized phase-contrast microscope 14, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] differs from a conventional one by two light-attenuating annuli immediately adjacent to the phase annulus ͑Fig. 1͒. Its principle is based on apodization and can be briefly described as follows:
The angle of light diffracted by an object ͑e.g., a cell͒ decreases as the object's size ͑or, to be precise, its lateral dimensions͒ increases ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. In large objects, a considerable fraction of diffracted light thus passes through the phase annulus that, however, should ideally be sanctioned to the direct light only. This brings about distortions in the luminance profiles in the images, called halo and shade-off artifacts; they surround and fill the object's image, respectively. The reason is that the diffracted light cannot fully contribute to image formation as it has been attenuated by the phase annulus. 3, 12, 13 An analytical explanation of the halo/shade-off artifacts is possible either with Bessel functions 1, 21 or, to some extent, with vector diagrams, 3, 12, 13 
Fig. 1
The principle of apodized phase-contrast microscopy ͑qualitative aspects only͒. Details on the theory can be found in the text, accompanying vector diagrams ͑Fig. 2͒ and an interactive online material ͑Ref. 28͒. ͑a͒ Optical setup. Instead of a conventional phase plate, an apodized phase plate is located at the transform ͑objective back focal͒ plane conjugate with the condenser's front focal plane hosting the annular diaphragm. Objects that are large in terms of lateral dimensions ͑thus diffracting light to small angles͒ are typically also thick in terms of OPD and so diffract rather strongly, causing profound halo/shade-off artifacts. Most of this light is attenuated by the apodization annuli ͑B͒ adjacent to the phase annulus ͑A͒. Small objects diffract light to wider angles; it passes mostly through the no-attenuation areas ͑C͒ and is largely unaffected by the phase annulus ͑A͒ and the apodization annuli ͑B͒. The image of the large/small colorless phase object is "optically stained" ͑light/dark gray͒; apodization somewhat reduces contrast in images of large thin objects but markedly supresses the halo/shade-off artifacts in images of large thick objects. ͑b͒ The principle of apodization ͑from Greek, meaning "foot removal"͒ illustrated with a periodic object yielding a distinct diffraction pattern registering with the apodization annuli.
which are also used in the present study ͑Fig. 2͒.
On the other hand, the amplitude of the diffracted light increases with the optical path difference ͑OPD͒ between the object and the surrounding medium ͑Fig. 2͒. The artifacts are thus insignificant in thin objects, regardless of their lateral dimensions ͑e.g., tissue culture cells spreading on a flat surface 3 ͒; the intensity of diffracted light is low. They only become prominent in those large objects that are also thick, in terms of OPD ͑e.g., cell clusters 28 ͒. Such objects diffract light strongly, thus causing noticeable artifacts.
The 50% transmittance apodization annuli decrease the relative contribution of the artifact-generating diffracted rays ͑i.e., those that have been absorbed by the phase annulus͒. In a simplified case of a periodic object with a particular spatial frequency, the Ϯ1 diffraction maxima ͑side lobes or "feet"͒ 
The strongest contrast is achieved when vectors e ជ and g ជ are as small as possible, that is, ͉d ជ ͉ϳ͉c ជ͉ and ͉d ជ ͉ϳ͉f ជ ͉ ͑conventional and apodized phase-contrast, respectively͒. Note that in the conventional phase-contrast, the luminance in object's image is already greater ͉͑e ជ͉ 2 = 154% ͒ than the background luminance ͉͑d ជ ͉ 2 = 0.25= 100% ͒, in other words, it is giving rise to contrast reversal. In apodized phase-contrast, the object still appears darker ͉͑g ជ͉ 2 =55%͒ than the background. Apodization in phase-contrast microscopy thus broadens the range of OPDs ͑broadly speaking, optical thicknesses͒ yielding unreversed contrast. As it attenuates the diffracted light, it is also instrumental in reducing the halo/shade-off artifacts.
pass through the apodization annuli and are attenuated ͑feet removed, or apodized͒ to 50% ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. The price that is paid for the artifact reduction in the apodized phase-contrast images is a lower maximum theoretically achievable contrast, which can be easily calculated 25 or demonstrated with vector diagrams ͑Fig. 2͒. This effect is only significant in large objects; in small ones, light is diffracted to greater angles and most of it bypasses the apodization annuli ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. In real images, however, the contrast may actually increase owing to apodization because the structural details are no longer masked by the halo/shade-off artifacts ͑Figs. 3-5 and Video 1͒.
Images
In Fig. 3 , images of the same specimen area, acquired under different imaging modes, were aligned to match, at Ϯ1 to 2 pixel precision ͑720ϫ 500 images͒, which translates to Ϯ1% to 2% of image width in selected cutout details shown in Fig. 4 . This value is within the Rayleigh resolution Fig. 4 at an expanded scale.
Upon electronic color separation, the strongest color signal ͑green͒ was converted to grayscale ͑0 to 255͒ and contrast optimized; the grayscale values of 0% to 3% of the brightest and 0% to 3% of the darkest pixels were adjusted to 255 and 0, respectively, and the histogram of the remaining 94% to 100% of pixels was expanded to cover the entire 0 to 255 grayscale range ͑linear expansion͒. This operation guarantees optimal print reproduction. However, it also slightly distorts the shape of image histograms. For this reason, the luminance profiles ͓Fig. 4, description follows͔, were obtained in images where the contrast was optimized by strictly using 100% ͑rather than, for example, 94%͒ of image pixels, as described previously.
The contrast-optimized microscopic images shown in Fig. 3 were converted to quasi-3D rendering diagrams and video sequences ͑Video 1͒ showing the diagrams at a range of angles. The "3D-surface" function of Analysis Pro software was employed. The contrast in the still video images shown in Video 1 was optimized again.
The luminance profiles ͑line scans͒ were determined, at 98ϫ 98 pixel resolution, in selected cutout details from ͓Figs. 4͑d͒ and 4͑j͒, respectively͔ previously processed, at 98ϫ 98 pixel resolution, by two kinds of filtering, as described in Secs. 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.
Directional gradient filtering ͑or differentiation͒
The original image ͓Figs. 4͑d͒ and 4͑j͔͒ was trimmed on top by two pixels and the resulting image ͑100ϫ 98͒ shifted up by two pixels. From that image, the original one ͓Figs. 4͑d͒ and 4͑j͔͒ was subtracted and the resulting image ͑100ϫ 98͒ was trimmed on the right by two pixels to 98ϫ 98 ͓Figs. 4͑e͒ and 4͑k͔͒. The corresponding luminance profile ͓Figs. 4͑h͒ and 4͑n͔͒ represents a directional gradient between ͑n +2͒th and nth pixel rows, i.e., a vertical gradient at ͑n +1͒th pixel row. The step was chosen to be two pixels ͑ϳ1.37 m͒, about the same as the resolving power of the ϫ10/ 0.25 objective used. This is a compromise between a greater spatial precision and a more efficient suppression of high spatial frequency noise present in the luminance profiles.
Embossed relief filtering
From the 98ϫ 98 image obtained in the previous step ͑differentiation͒ ͓Figs. 4͑e͒ and 4͑k͔͒, the original image ͓Figs. 4͑d͒ and 4͑j͔͒ was subtracted again, after being ͑i͒ all seven images of the same detail ͓Figs. 4͑a͒, 4͑d͒-4͑f͒, and 4͑j͒-4͑l͔͒ to match, Fig. 4͑a͒ was trimmed to 98ϫ 98 in the same way as Fig. 4͑d͒ and 4͑j͒ 
Results
The coachgrass leaf replica images and corresponding quasi-3D ͑pseudo-relief͒ surface rendering diagrams are shown in Fig. 3 and Video 1, respectively. The diagrams can also be inspected at a range of viewing angles in online videos ͑1 deg increment animation͒. Selected image details, marked in Fig. 3 by boxes, are shown at an expanded scale in Figs. 4͑a͒, 4͑d͒, and 4͑j͒ .
Although the information contents in the off-axis illumination and apodized phase-contrast images is comparable, the conventional phase-contrast ones suffer from extensive halo/ shade-off artifacts that overwhelmingly blur the structural details, especially edges. This demonstrates the efficiency of artifact reduction by apodization.
These points are further documented in images processed by directional gradient ͓Figs. 4͑e͒ and 4͑k͔͒ and embossed relief ͓Figs. 4͑f͒ and 4͑l͔͒ filtering. The latter combines the directional gradient-filtered ͑differentiated͒ images with those in which the intensities were inverted ͑positive-negative͒. Note the similarity between Figs. 4͑a͒ ͑original images͒ and 4͑f͒ ͑embossed relief images͒.
The filtered apodized phase-contrast images ͓Figs. 4͑e͒ and 4͑f͔͒ feature a relief impression to some extent, as does the off-axis illumination image ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒. In many cases, a mere inversion of the luminance ͑positive-negative͒ was nearly sufficient to convert the original apodized phase-contrast images ͓Fig. 4͑d͔͒ to those similar to the off-axis illumination ones ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒.
Indeed, both off-axis illumination and apodized phasecontrast imaging modes inherently suppress low spatial frequencies, thus highlighting edges/contours. Apodization also "deblurs" the images by eliminating the halo/shade-off artifacts associated with large optical path difference steps/ gradients ͑edges͒. On the other hand, no meaningful information can be extracted from the filtered conventional phasecontrast images as the structure is either "flattened" ͓Fig. 4͑k͔͒ or "scrambled" ͓Fig. 4͑l͔͒.
The luminance profiles, performed vertically as line scans, located as shown in Fig. 4͑b͒ , are also presented ͓Figs. 4͑c͒, 4͑g͒, and 4͑m͔͒. The profiles of the filtered images are shown in Figs. 4͑h͒ and 4͑i͒ ͑apodized phase-contrast͒ and Figs. 4͑n͒ and 4͑o͒ ͑conventional phase-contrast͒. The luminance profiles obtained in the off-axis illumination images ͓Fig. 4͑c͔͒ are comparable to some extent to those obtained in the filtered apodized phase-contrast ones ͓Fig. 4͑i͔͒. As mentioned in Sec. 1, the graphs shown in Figs. 4͑c͒ and 4͑h͒ may theoretically match. In reality, however, the fit between them is far from perfect, and at least part of the reason are some of the following factors: 1. Specimen thickness; the dependency between the lumi-nance value in the phase-contrast image and the OPD is nearly linear only in certain OPD ranges ͑a fraction of the wavelength͒. 12, 13 2. The luminance values in the off-axis illumination images are in fact not exactly proportional to the OPD differentials. A special filter at the objective back focal ͑Fourier transform͒ plane would have to be used to achieve a closer correspondence. 11 3. Before the luminance profiles were obtained in the two cutout details shown in Fig. 4 , the images were electronically processed ͑contrast adjusted͒, as described in Sec. 2. The luminance profiles along one line were thus affected to some extent by the rest of the cutout details; the correspondence was somewhat better before the contrast was "adjusted" ͑data not shown͒.
Another set of images from a specimen of medium thickness ͑leaf replica from catchweed͒ is shown in Fig. 5 . Two opposite apparent directions of illumination were chosen in the off-axis illumination mode; note the strong illusion of convex/concave shapes conveyed by shading that serves as a visual cue to depth structure. The quasi-3D ͑pseudo-relief͒ impression is particularly strong in this "jigsaw-puzzle" specimen, perhaps owing to the high density of edges ͑cell borders͒ where the shading patterns are most prominent.
The conventional phase-contrast image in Fig. 5 is partly blurred by the shade-off artifacts spreading along cell axes. These artifacts are mostly eliminated by the apodized phasecontrast; only thin 'ridges' remain ͑arrowheads͒. The image areas that are bright in the conventional phase-contrast but turn dark in the apodized phase-contrast roughly correspond to the OPD of / 6+n; compare vectors e ជ ͑bright͒ and g ជ ͑dark͒ in Fig. 2 . The ridges may thus be regarded as optical thickness contour lines below which the image is free from the halo/shade-off artifacts.
The complementarity of the off-axis illumination and apodized or conventional phase-contrast modes is demonstrated in rather thick and thin specimens ͑Fig. 6͒. The section through the wood of Norway spruce ͑thick specimen͒ is imaged much better in the off-axis illumination mode ͓Fig. 6͑a͔͒. The effect of apodization is rather moderate in this specimen ͑image not shown͒, as theoretically predictable ͑Fig. 2 and elsewhere in the paper͒. In the Spanish slug's radula ͑thin specimen͒, the off-axis illumination mode is apparently rather inefficient ͓Fig. 6͑c͔͒; the contrast and quasi-3D effect are very weak. At the same time, the halo/shade-off artifacts are almost absent even in the conventional phase-contrast image ͓Fig. 6͑d͔͒. In a thicker part of the same specimen, the opposite is the case, as shown elsewhere. 31 projection ͑optical relay͒ setup. 26 Much like in, for example, Nikon's interference-phase attachment described elsewhere, 12, 13 the latter configuration makes the phase plate physically accessible even in high-magnification objectives, allowing us to fine-tune its parameters to the object under investigation. [23] [24] [25] Related designs presented so far include ͑i͒ special phase plates, such as those originally designed for tracing irregularities on lens surfaces, 34 including antireflecting soot layers ͑"anoptral contrast" from Reichert Co.͒; 12, 13, 35, 36 ͑ii͒ a combination of anoptral contrast with dark field illumination; 37 ͑iii͒ "variable phase-contrast" systems equipped with, for example, two separate phase annuli ͑"Phv" objectives from Zeiss͒ 38, 39 or a condenser enabling a continuous change of the diameter of the condenser annulus 40 ͑in a way, a modification of so-called universal phase condenser͒. A more detailed account of these designs can be found elsewhere, 12, 13 including a combination of phase-contrast with interference microscopy.
The off-axis illumination mode is capable of introducing into the images the quasi-3D effect, thus facilitating their comprehension by the human visual system. 41, 42 Corresponding physiological activity has been demonstrated directly in human and monkey brains, either by functional magnetic resonance imaging 43, 44 or by recording single neuronal activity. 45 The quasi-3D effect is perceived owing to so-called visual cues to depth structure ͑depth cues͒. They make it easier for the image, as detected on the retina in the eye, to be correctly interpreted by the visual cortex in human brain. Apart from motion cues and the binocular parallax, where both eyes are involved, there are also monocular cues that include shading, texture, occlusion, and contours ͑silhouette͒. Not all of these cues are present in every quasi-3D image, and not always are the different types of cues nonconflicting ͑"consistent-cue stimulus"͒. 42, 44 Shading as a visual cue should not be confused with the shade-off or shading-off artifact referred to throughout the present paper in relation to the phase-contrast microscopy. The shading cue is inherently present in the off-axis illumination or Hoffman modulation contrast 5, 6 images, hence the term "schlieren imaging" ͑see Sec. 1 for details͒, implying the presence of "streaks" ͑shading patterns͒ in the images. The same applies to the differential interference contrast after Nomarski 4 using an altogether different optical principle. All of these imaging modes deliver quasi-3D ͑pseudo-relief͒ images and so do certain postdetection ͑image shift and sub-traction͒ procedures [16] [17] [18] and online approaches using split detectors, 46 eliminating the need for any postdetection processing altogether. The latter thus essentially imitate the visual processing in the human brain.
In the phase-contrast images, on the other hand, shading as a visual cue to depth structure is absent, although a version of the phase-contrast microscope that would bring about the quasi-3D effect by using noncircular phase strips was described a long time ago 2 and various other modifications have been proposed since. 12, 13, [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] A commercially available one called VAREL ͑Variable Relief Contrast͒ 53 has been manufactured by Zeiss; its origin lies in a system allowing a switch between the phase-contrast and relief ͑off-axis͒ illumination, without having to change the objective lens. 49 Yet another type has been proposed with the aim to improve the efficiency of the optical microlithography process. 54 The quasi-3D ͑pseudo-relief͒ effects were also achieved in conjunction with laser scanning ͑confocal͒ microscopy by using half-aperture stops 55, 56 or split detectors, 46, 57, 58 or by shifting and subtracting images obtained by slight under-and overfocusing. 59 Despite the absence of any phase-shifting elements the quasi-3D approach is often referred to as "differential phase-contrast" 55, 57, 58 or ͑incorrectly͒ "differential interference contrast," 59 which only highlights the complementary nature of the off-axis illumination and phasecontrast imaging.
Despite the advantages of directly obtaining the quasi-3D ͑pseudo-relief͒ images, it should be borne in mind that certain structures may easily be misinterpreted when using the offaxis illumination alone ͓see, for example, the top cutout detail in Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑d͔͒. Owing to a greater depth of field and the presence in the images of the visual cues to depth structure, this mode may be useful in the initial screening of a specimen, before selected details are subjected to a rigorous examination under the apodized phase-contrast.
Conclusion
The present paper describes the off-axis illumination and the apodized phase-contrast microscopy as two complementary phase-imaging modes. Their combination is particularly suitable to examine specimens of medium optical thickness ͑e.g., large cells or cell clusters͒ in which the two modes overlap in terms of phase visualization capability. From the viewpoint of image information contents alone, the two image types are comparable ͑"off-line machine vision"͒. Although the structure itself may often be more faithfully represented in the apodized phase-contrast images, an important visual cue to depth structure ͑shading͒ is present in the off-axis illumination images only, thus enabling an instant image interpretation by an experimentalist ͑"online human vision"͒. This may be of importance, for example, when observing highly motile cells or in routine screening of large specimen sets. The points outlined in the present paper could be demonstrated by using halo/shade-off artifact reduction in phase-contrast images by apodization.
